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Interest Rates Are Rising: Time To Run From Muni Bonds?
Does a rising 10-year Treasury yield mean we should move on from municipal (muni) bonds? We’ll
talk muni strategy in a moment. First, let’s pay homage to these tax-efficient payers.

Munis are superior to Treasuries two ways. First, they pay more. Even with the 10-year rate up to
1.6% as I write, we can double or triple our dividends with munis.

The iShares National Muni Bond ETF (MUB), for example, yields 2.1%, which is 31% better than the
still-chintzy T-Bill. And that is before we consider its tax advantages. MUB is an easy-to-buy muni
vehicle for investors who don’t know any better. (Many ETFs tend to be convenient tickers that
underperform smarter alternatives in the income world.)

We careful contrarians prefer to purchase Nuveen’s AMT-Free Municipal Credit Income Fund
(NVG), which pays 4.9%—over three times the skinflint Treasury. NVG is a closed-end fund (CEF),
which means it is actively managed. Financial talking heads have turned “active management” into a
dirty word in recent years, but in the muni world, “active” is a big advantage.

The muni bond market is a throwback to a simpler time. Many deals are still brokered on good old-
fashioned landlines. Nuveen gets the first phone call when muni bonds are issued, and NVG’s
superior returns and yield reflect this advantage.

Both MUB and NVG are exempt from federal taxes. For top income bracket ballers, this elevates a
4.9% yield to 7.8%. Who wants a Treasury now?

NVG pays us a neat, tax-efficient $0.068 on the second week of the month. Every month. But we
don’t want the value of the fund’s bonds to decline as it’s dishing us this monthly dividend. Heck, we
don’t want its price to decline at all.

Fortunately, NVG says “no problem.” Over the last six months, NVG’s net asset value (NAV)—the
market price of the muni bonds it owns net of debt—has appreciated by 1%. Remember, this is also
net of dividends paid, so this modest appreciation is perfect. All we ask from NVG (and its NAV) is
that it stays steady over time while it pays us monthly.

True, the path taken to the 1% is a bit concerning. We do see that NVG has shed some NAV in recent
weeks as the 10-year rate has spiked. This muni portfolio was calm and collected until a 1.2% 10-
year rate ballooned past 1.5%.

The good news for us muni investors is that the 10-year rate is due for a breather. As we discussed
last week, we shouldn’t be surprised to see this yield revisit 1.1% or 1.2% in the near-term. That’s
bullish for munis.

Looking ahead, however, we should prepare for a scenario where the 10-year rate rallies towards
2%. While that would not be the end of the world, it would pressure muni bond prices. Generally
speaking, they rally when rates are falling, and they slide as rates rise.
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So, let’s consider this careful approach:

We should not be in a hurry to unload munis right now. If the 10-year rate takes the breather we1.
are expecting, muni bonds (and funds) will benefit.
However, we do need to keep an eye on 10-year yields. We may be adjusting our bond strategy in2.
the months ahead.
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